Introduction
The profile inspection of helical gears has traditionally been performed with dedicated gear inspection equipment. This equipment is expensive, slow, and inflexible for inspecting various gear types and other products. More recently, gears are being inspected with Coordinate Measuring Machines ͓1͔. The CMM requires very little setup time, and can accurately measure a large range of gear sizes. In addition, noncontact inspection methods are being proposed to speed up the process.
Tansel ͓2͔ proposed a noncontact method for inspecting the miniature gears by evaluating the intensity variation of reflected laser from the tooth surfaces while rotating.
A dedicated optical gear measuring system for measuring pitch errors and tooth profiles was developed by E. Okuyama et al. ͓3͔ . The advantage of this approach is high-speed measurements. The disadvantage is the lack of flexibility of the equipment to measure other parts or other dimensions.
S. Wu and G. Lu ͓4͔ apply phase-shift optical triangulation technique to gear profile measurement. In this technique, a surface patch is measured while the gear and sensor are held in a fixed position. Currently, the system requires a master gear for comparative analysis.
In a cooperative effort, McVea and Mellis ͓1͔ demonstrated that a Coordinate Measuring Machine ͑CMM͒ with a contact probe can be used confidently to control bevel gear accuracy and consistency. Their work illustrated the flexible nature of a CMM: they obtained measurements of tooth form, tooth size, run-out, and pitch variation, which formerly were obtained from dedicated inspections machines ͓5͔.
Previous works have used point lasers triangulation probes for digitizing ͑inspecting͒ arbitrary, high-dimension sculpture surfaces, but were never applied to helical gears. Although the gear surface appears less arbitrary and has lower dimensions than a sculptured surface, the protruding teeth of a helical gear and the dimension and physical shape of the laser sensor attached to the CMM are not a natural match. It is extremely difficult to position the laser sensor so that it not only avoids collision but also produces the highest inspection accuracy. This paper provides a solution, for the first time, to optimal path planning of noncontact laser sensors for inspecting helical gears.
In our work, the CMM is enhanced by replacing the traditional touch probe with a PLT probe. This has the added benefit of speeding up the inspection process. However, the PLT probe has a much smaller range of allowable sensor-to-surface orientations than does a touch probe ͓6͔. The allowable orientations are specified by the probe manufacturer, and are determined by the probe's performance while varying surface reflectivity properties and orientations. The added orientation constraint complicates planning the probe's inspection path. We address the problem of how to simplify the generation of this inspection path.
The setup for the proposed noncontact profile measurement of a helical gear is shown in Fig. 1 . The helical gear is mounted on a rotary table with the axis of rotation of the gear and rotary table coincident and parallel with the z axis. The angular position of the rotary table is continuous. The touch probe is used to localize the gear. Work by Sahoo and Menq ͓7͔ presents methods for part localization of complex surfaces, which is critical for the accurate correlation of measure points to an idealized model. Both the touch probe and the PLT probe are positioned with a two-axes indexable head. Techniques for extrinsic calibration of a PLT probe to a CMM are studied in ͓8͔. The indexable head can be indexed to only a finite number of positions. The time required to index the indexable head and rotate the rotary table is assumed to be much greater than the time required for the CMM to move the x, y, and z axes to a new location.
Solving the path-planning task involves selecting the indexed position of the head and the angular rotation, , such that it minimizes the overall required inspection time while maintaining the sensor-to-surface orientation in the allowable region and avoiding collisions. To do this, the inspection points on the gear must be known as a function of gear rotation, . The set of possible indexed positions, the allowable region of the PLT probe, and the collision-free region must also be known. The inspection time is reduced by minimizing the number of indexed positions of the probe head that must be used and by minimizing the motion of the rotary table. This is based on the assumption that the probe head typically takes 2.5 seconds to index, and rotary index tables for metrology inspection typically take 2 to 4 seconds to index between 10 deg to 120 deg. CMMs with a touch trigger probe typically take 1 second per measurement, but if the CMM has scanning capability, the sample time for a PLT probe is reduced to a few milliseconds per measurement.
The process of obtaining an optimal inspection path is as follows. First, the points to measure and the corresponding surface normal vectors must be determined as a function of the angular position. The profile inspection points and normal vectors for an involute gear are shown ͑dots and vectors respectively͒ in Fig. 2 . Note that the density of the points measured along the profile is only limited by the probe's and the CMM's resolution. Once the points are measured, surfaces and curves can be fit to the data and used to identify differences between the measured and ideal geometry. Next, the allowable region of the PLT probe is mapped to each inspection point ͑see cone in Fig. 2͒ . These are the allowable sensor-to-surface orientations where the PLT probe measurement error is below an acceptable value. A collision-free subspace of the allowable region is determined based on the geometry of the gear and PLT probe ͑see unshaded position of cone in Fig. 2͒ . This collision-free allowable region is a function of gear rotation, .
At this point, the inspection points, the normal vectors, and the collision-free allowable regions are known as functions of the rotary angle, . Also, a set of head-indexed positions are available to choose from. From the restricted allowable region and available indexed positions, an optimal inspection path that minimizes the overall inspection time must be determined.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The general concepts of the optimal path-planning method are presented first. They are followed by a flowchart of the program used to implement the optimal path-planning method. The subsequent four sections present the details needed to implement the method, such as calculating the profile inspection points and normals, explaining and defining the orientation parameter space that affects accuracy, and explaining the collision-avoidance strategy. The results of applying the optimal path-planning method to a typical helical gear are also presented. The paper concludes with a summary.
Optimal Path-Planning Concept
The task of finding the optimal inspection path is accomplished by evaluating the set of points that can be inspected and the corresponding optimal inspection paths for each available index position. The set of optimal inspection paths is then evaluated to determine a minimal set of indexed positions that can be used to inspect all points and that will minimize the overall inspection time.
The optimal inspection path for a given indexed position is determined by the following process. For each indexed position and each inspection point, the set of angular values of k where the inspection point can be measured with the PLT probe in the collision-free allowable region is determined. These values of k are described by a pair of variables, ik and ik , where i is the indexed position, and k is the k th inspection point. The allowable values of k are assumed to be continuous, and are bounded by
(1)
An illustration of a set of these piecewise, continuous, allowable k values for a given indexed position is shown as vertical lines in Fig. 3 . The average k value over the contiguous values is ik ; the range of contiguous values of k is ik . If all the allowable k values for a given indexed position are not contiguous, then a unique jk and jk pair can be defined for each contiguous section and treated as if they came from a different indexed position. The optimal path for an indexed position is determined by minimizing the required gear rotation between inspection points ͑i.e., ( ik Ϫ ikϪ1 ) 2 ͒, and by minimizing the difference between the ik value and ik overall inspection points ͑i.e., kϭ1 to q͒. Thus, the cost function for the desired minimization is
where C and C are constant weights, 0 ϭ 1 , and qϩ1 ϭ q . The first term in the summation provides a weighted cost for rotating the gear between inspection points. This is desirable because the rotation of the gear is assumed slow compared to positioning the PLT probe with the CMM. The second term provides a weighted cost for the inspection point being off-center in the allowable gear rotation region. This cost is desirable to position the PLT probe clear of the forbidden regions.
For finding the minimum of J, one takes the partial derivative of J with respect to k and sets the result equal to zero:
Writing this set of equations in matrix form produces
where ␥ϭϪ2ϪC /C . The solution to the optimal rotary angles, k * , is
Because the k * values are bounded by k , if ͉ k *͉Ͼ͉ k ϩ k ͉, then k * must be clipped to the maximum allowable value. An equation to accomplish this clipping is
where k is the clipped values and the sign͑͒ function returns the algebraic sign of its argument. To illustrate this optimal path-planning technique, random values for k and k were generated and the optimal k was calculated as described above. The weights C and C were varied in the plots to demonstrate their effect on the optimal path. The results are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 demonstrates that if C /C Ͻ1, the optimal path will tend toward a constant value. Figure 4 demonstrates that if C /C Ͼ1, the optimal path will have k values that tend toward values of k .
The overall optimal path is determined from the minimal set of index positions required to inspect all points, and that require the minimal amount of motion of the rotary table during the inspection.
Optimal Path-Planning Implementation
The proposed optimal path-planning technique for measuring the profile helical gear with a PLT probe was implemented using Matlab script files. The basic flowchart for the implementation is shown in Fig. 5 . At the start, the program is initialized with the specifications for inspection of the helical gear. After initialization, the program has a series of ''for loops'' to vary parameters, such as the tooth being inspected, the indexed position, and gearaxis rotation. In the main section of the program, the inspection points, the allowable region, and the collision-free region are all Transactions of the ASME calculated. The program outputs plots that show gear geometry, allowable and collision regions, and allowable values versus inspection-point position. These main areas of the program are discussed below.
Helical and Involute Curve Parameters
The tooth profile of a helical gear in the transverse plane ͑i.e., perpendicular to the axis of rotation͒ is an involute curve. Because of symmetry, the variables used in the program to construct the involute curves are referenced from the center of the tooth ͑see Figs. 6 and 7͒. The angle, ␣ o , from the x-axis to the center of the tooth is calculated by
where ␣ k is the angle to tooth number k referenced from tooth number 1, z is the tooth rotation from a reference z axis height due to the helix angle, and is the angular rotation of the rotary table. The angle, ␣ k , is determined by
From this equation, the zero reference position is found to be centered between tooth number 1 and tooth number N. The teeth are numbered clockwise when viewing the gear's axial reference surface.
The tooth rotation ͑or twist͒, z , as a function of displacement, ⌬z, along the gear axis and the helix angle, , is
where D c is the diameter where the tooth thickness is specified ͑typically, the pitch diameter͒. The angle ␤ o ͑see Fig. 8͒ is measured from the center of the tooth to the point on the base circle where the profile begins ͑i.e., roll angle ␤ϭ0͒, and is calculated by
The variables ␤ c , ␣ c , and c will be derived by first expressing the diameter, D, on the involute curve as a function of the roll angle. The diameter, D, on a profile created with a base circle diameter, D b , at a roll angle, ␤ ͑in radians͒, is given by Using this result, roll angle ␤ c , shown in Fig. 8 , is given by
From right triangles, the angle ␣ c is
and the angle c is
The segment of the profile curve to be inspected is bounded by the starting roll angle, ␤ s , and the ending roll angle, ␤ e . From ͑12͒, these roll angles are calculated from their corresponding starting diameter, D s , and ending diameter, D e :
The points on the tooth profile are found from the magnitude and angle of a vector from the center of the gear rotation to the profile point in the transverse plane. The magnitude of the vector is given by ͑11͒. The angle of the vector from the x-axis is the sum of the angle, ␣ o , to the center of the tooth plus the angle, ␣ x , from the center of the tooth to desired point ͑see Fig. 6͒ . The angle ␣ x is given by
Combining these two results, points on the involute in the transverse plane as a function of the roll angle are given by
where ⌫ϭ ͭ ϩ1, for the right tooth face Ϫ1, for the left tooth face .
The z-axis value of the transverse plane, as shown, is the sum of the starting, or reference, z-axis value, z o , plus an offset, ⌬z.
The tangent vector, t ␤ , to the profile curve is obtained through the partial derivative of ͑19͒ to ͑21͒ with respect to ␤. The result is
t ␤z ϭ0.
The tangent to the helix curve, t , ͑i.e., moving along the tooth face at a constant diameter͒ is found by taking the partial derivative of ͑19͒ to ͑21͒ with respect to z. The result is
The normal to the tooth surface, n, is found by taking the crossproduct of the tangent, t ␤ , to the profile curve with the tangent, t , to the helical curve:
Using this information, each inspection point is described by its position ͑see ͑19͒ to ͑21͒͒ and its normal vector ͑see ͑31͒͒, which are both functions of the roll angle. The tangent to the helix curve, t , will be used later to define collision planes.
Orientation Parameters Affecting Accuracy
The accuracy of the PLT probe is significantly affected by its orientation to the surface normal vector ͓6͔. There are two orientation parameters, both of which are angles found to affect the accuracy of a PLT probe. One of the orientation parameters is the angle of incidence, ␣, of the laser beam with the workpiece surface ͑i.e., the angle between the surface normal vector and the laser beam͒, calculated from the tooth surface normal vector, n, and the PLT probe approach vector, a, by using the dot product of the vectors:
The other orientation parameter, , describes the position of the PLT probe orientation vector, o, relative to the surface normal ͑see Fig. 9͒ . It is the angle using the right-hand-rule about the approach vector from the incident angle plane to the triangulation plane. To find the angle, , a vector, q, is constructed so that the angle between the orientation vector, o, and q is .
The constraints on q to yield this result are that ͑1͒ q is in the plane containing the vectors a and n; i.e., ͑aϫn͒•qϭ0; ͑2͒ q is orthogonal to a; i.e., q•aϭ0; ͑3͒ q is in the ''direction'' of n; i.e., n•qϾ0; and ͑4͒ q is a unit vector; i.e., q T •qϭ1. An equation for q that satisfies constraints ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ is given by q ϭ͑aϫn͒ϫa.
From q , constraints ͑3͒ and ͑4͒ can be met and q constructed using the equation 
Once the orientation parameters, ␣ and , are known for a given surface normal, n, at a location to inspect, the orientation parameters can be used to determine the expected accuracy of the PLT probe measurement. If the expected accuracy is better than the desired accuracy, the point can be measured. If the expected accuracy is worse than the desired accuracy, the sensor-to-surface orientation must be changed to a position where the expected accuracy is within the desired limit. The process for making this determination will now be presented.
Allowable Orientation Region
From the orientation parameters and the displacement measurement value, ␥, a three-dimensional allowable orientation region can be constructed. This region specifies values of orientation parameter triplets ͑␣,,␥͒ where the expected measurement error, ␥ err , is below a desired limit. The set of all possible triplets can be denoted by
The allowable region, a subset of S T , is denoted by S A ʕS T . The forbidden region is the complement of allowable region, denoted by S F ϭS A . The allowable region can be plotted using a polar plot for a given value of ␥ or range of ␥ where the plot is constant ͑see Fig. 10͒ . Points in the region are defined by vectors where the magnitude of the vector is the angle ␣ and the angle that the vector makes with the horizontal axis is . Since the angle of a vector is cyclic quantity with a period of 2, the entire possible region mapped by ␣ and is contained within a circle with a radius of . The allowable region within this larger region is known to be bounded by a circle with a radius of /2, if the measured surface is assumed to approximate a plane locally and is not transparent. From here, the allowable region is best determined experimentally by performance evaluation testing for a particular PLT probe.
There are typically three orientation regions where a PLT probe performs poorly. These regions are called forbidden regions. The first is the region where ␣ approaches /2 and ͉͉рϪ⑀. The value of ⑀ is determined experimentally. This region corresponds to the laser beam being parallel to the workpiece surface. The second region is where ͉͉ approaches and ␣ approaches /2Ϫ. The angle is the angle in the triangulation plane between the laser beam and the optical axis of the receiving lens. In this case, the optical axis of the receiving lens becomes co-planar with the inspection surface. The third region is where ␣ approaches /2 and approaches 0. In this region, the surface normal is half-way between the laser beam and the optical axis of the receiving lens. In this orientation, specular reflection from the surface is viewed by the detector biasing the centroid location of the resulting spot, which results in significant measurement errors.
In the path-planning program, these three regions were described using bounding values for ␣ and . The PLT probe is defined to be in the first forbidden region if ␣Ͼ␣ 1 max . It is defined to be in the second forbidden region if ͉͉Ͼ 2 max and ␣ Ͼ␣ 2 max . The third forbidden region is defined by ͉͉Ͻ 3 min and ␣ 3 max Ͻ␣Ͻ␣ 3 min . Once the bounding values are known, a pair of orientation parameter values can be checked quickly using simple if-then logic statements to determine if the PLT probe is being operated in the allowable region.
As shown above, the map from the vectors n, a, and o to the orientation parameters, ␣ and , is unique. The converse map, however, is not unique. Rotating the vectors a and o about the vector n does not change the corresponding orientation parameters, ␣ and . Thus an ␣ and point in the allowable region corresponds to an infinite set of a and o vectors that are all symmetric about the normal vector n. Thus, an allowable region in ␣, space corresponds to a much larger allowable region for the vectors a and o.
Collision Avoidance Strategy
The strategy used to avoid collisions in this undertaking is to construct two collision planes per inspection point that identify areas the PLT probe should not enter. The collision planes are defined to pass through the inspection point, and have normal vectors, n ci , for iϭ1,2. The first collision normal vector, n c1 , is equal to the normal vector of the tooth surface in ͑31͒. That is, it defines a plane parallel to the surface being measured. The second collision normal vector will be defined below.
A collision is detected ͑or defined to occur͒ when the angle of incidence ͑32͒ between the approach vector and the collision plane is ''too'' large and surface is within the measuring range of the probe. ͑i.e., ␥ is within its allowable range͒. Thus, the collision-free area for the approach vector forms a cone around the normal vector of collision plane. We will now formally define the approach and extend it both to collision planes and to using the optical axis as follows.
For a specified PLT probe position ͑i.e., a and o are known͒, a collision is defined to occur with collision plane i when
where C ai max Ͼ0. Also compared is the angle between collision normal vectors and the vector along the optical axis of the receiving lens. A vector along the optical axis of the receiving lens is found by taking the difference between the orientation vector and the approach vector. A collision is also defined to occur when
where C oi max Ͼ0 and C ol is the distance from the laser beam to the optical axis of the receiving lens. The specific values for C ai max , C oi max , and C ol are determined from the geometry of the PLT probe. The second collision normal vector, n c2 , is defined so that the PLT probe does not collide with or is obstructed by an adjacent tooth. The collision normal vector, n c2 , is constructed using the geometry of the helical gear ͑see Fig. 11͒ . The normal vector, n c2 , is derived from
where t is the tangent vector on the tooth's face in the axial direction, and h c is a vector from the measured point to a point on the opposite tooth in the normal plane, where collision occurs on the outside diameter ͑OD͒ of the tooth. Two equations are used to solve for h c . One comes from the equation of the adjacent O.D. helical curve. This helical curve equation, written as a function of z , is
where ␣ k is the angle to the center of the tooth being inspected, ␦␣ k ϭ2/N ͑i.e., the angle between two adjacent teeth͒, and ␦␣ x is the angle measured in the transverse plane from the center of the adjacent tooth to the helical curve that h c is on. This angle, ␦␣ x , is given by
where
The second equation needed to solve for h c is obtained by using the constraint that the vectors r, n, and h c are co-planar in the normal plane. This provides the relation that
Carrying out the cross-product and substituting in ͑40͒ to ͑42͒ yields
Dϭ͑r x n y Ϫr y n x ͒z.
Because ͑46͒ is nonlinear, solving for z requires an iterative approach, such as a Newton's method for solving equations. Once z is obtained, the vector h can be found from ͑40͒ to ͑42͒. Knowing h c , the normal vector n c2 for the second collision plane is found from ͑39͒.
With the collision planes defined, optimal path-planning can be implemented.
Optimal Path-Planning Experiment
The optimal path-planning method described above for helical gear profile inspection was applied to a typical helical gear. The specifications of the gear needed to calculate the profile inspection points are shown in Table 1 .
The profile inspection points generated by the program for eight sections of the tooth for both left and right sides of the tooth, and for three teeth are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Also shown are the normal vectors, n, and collision vectors, h c Ϫr, for one left and right profile. Transactions of the ASME
The allowable collision-free values of as a function of the roll angle are plotted below for inspection of the profile curve of the helical gear specified in Table 1 .
In Fig. 14 , the values are plotted for an indexed position with approach vector aϭ͕Ϫ1,0,0͖, and orientation vector oϭ͕0.000,0.909,Ϫ0.416͖. As shown, the PLT probe can accurately measure without collision all inspection points ͑i.e., all roll angles͒ on both the left and right tooth faces. The optimal path for this indexed position consists of being a constant during inspection of a tooth. From the figure, the optimal value is 2.4 radians for inspecting the right tooth and 1.6 radians for inspecting the left tooth.
In Fig. 15 , the values are plotted for an indexed position, resulting in aϭ͕Ϫ1,0,0͖, oϭ͕0.000,0.500,0.866͖. This indexed position orients the PLT probe so that both the left and right sides of the tooth can again be measured accurately and without collision. 
